Ghani’s Spokesman Rejects Secret Meetings with Taliban

KARUL - The Afghan government has had no secret meetings with the Taliban as President Ashraf Ghani’s spokesman says, rejecting such reports as "false and misleading.”

Stressing the need for improved relations with Pakistan, Presidential Aide Abdul Ahad told Tolo News that initially, Kabul needed to make peace with Islamabad.

He said there was an unwarranted hostility between the two neighbors, and emphasized on a clear definition of the relations between Afghanistan and Pakistan.

“So far, the Afghan government has not conducted any meeting with the Taliban. Once the peace process is started, the people will become aware about it. And all the rumors about secret meetings are untrue,” Ahad said.

While the people are hoping peace with the Taliban, the same has not been assumed by the Afghan government, which has been talking to the Taliban at various levels, Ahad said.

"The fundamental issue is that we can’t speak with Pakistan if there is no improvement in the relations. If there is improvement in the relations, then we can talk with them,” Ahad said.

Meanwhile, the second deputy chief of presidential staff Mohammad Mollaqil told Tolo News that he was not overly aware of the peace process. –Shabat on PUK

Abdullah Opposes Decision to Back Saudi Arabia

KARUL - Afghanistan has announced its support for Saudi Arabia for the 13-nation Saudi-led coalition against Yemeni Houthi.

The decision to launch strikes on the positions of anti-government militia capturing several cities of Yemen was taken in the light of the kingdom’s demand for Saudi Arabia. The kingdom-led coalition has so far successfully conducted a number of operations against the Yemeni Houthi.

This decision was taken in the light of the kingdom’s demand for Saudi Arabia.

The kingdom-led coalition has so far successfully conducted a number of operations against the Yemeni Houthi.

Suicide Bomber Targets, Kills 17

KHOST CITY - A suicide bomber blew himself up in a madrasa fleeing security forces near a prison in Khost province, officials said.

A senior official in Khost province confirmed the blast, saying security forces were on the salaries of all military officials.

"The bomber attacked the madrasa, killing 17 people and injuring a number of others, including five female officials. The blast was heard across the Khost province," the official said.

The blast was a result of an attack by the Taliban, who launched a series of attacks on the outskirts of Khost province in the past few weeks.

Abdullah Visits Farah’s Family, Promises Justice
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He said there was an unwarranted hostility between the two neighbors, and emphasized on a clear definition of the relations between Afghanistan and Pakistan.

“So far, the Afghan government has not conducted any meeting with the Taliban. Once the peace process is started, the people will become aware about it. And all the rumors about secret meetings are untrue,” Ahad said.

While the people are hoping peace with the Taliban, the same has not been assumed by the Afghan government, which has been talking to the Taliban at various levels, Ahad said.
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Meanwhile, the second deputy chief of presidential staff Mohammad Mollaqil told Tolo News that he was not overly aware of the peace process. –Shabat on PUK

6,500 Foreign Militants in Afghanistan: UN

Thousand foreign fighters in about 100 countries are fighting for Al-Qaeda and Daesh groups, according to an UN report.

KARUL - The UN experts have told the UN Security Council that 6,500 foreign militants fighting in Afghanistan have links to Al-Qaeda and Daesh groups.

According to the experts, more than 22,000 foreign fighters are engaged in fighting, comprising a "viable international financing and training network for extremists." Hundreds more foreign fighters are fighting in Libya, Yemen, Senegal and Pakistan, the report added.

The UN report came a day after a letter to the UN-left coalition launch air strikes a week ago against positions held by Shia rebels and their allies within the country.

The kingdom-led coalition has so far successfully conducted a number of operations against the Yemeni Houthi.
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A senior official in Khost province confirmed the blast, saying security forces were on the salaries of all military officials.

"The bomber attacked the madrasa, killing 17 people and injuring a number of others, including five female officials. The blast was heard across the Khost province," the official said.
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Andar Residents Want Anti-Rebel Offensive Continued

GHIZNI CITY - Residents of the Andar district of southern Ghizni province are demanding the resumption of a military operation against the Taliban. They say that daily incidents, including deaths and injuries, are occurring in the district on a daily basis. They say that provincial and national authorities have not taken sufficient action to protect the civilians in the area.

Launched two weeks ago, the military operation codenamed "Vistaat" has resulted in the killing and injuring of dozens of alleged Taliban fighters, according to local officials. However, some residents have expressed concern about the safety of aid workers and civilians in the area.

They had called for the operation to be stopped. The complaints had arrived at the [Stitcher link]

Landmine Leaves Child Dead, 3 Wounded

TALASAN - A child was killed and three others were wounded in a mine blast in the Chashmak district of northern Takhar province, the district police said on Thursday.

Self-detonated landmine that exploded in the mouth of a well in the area on Wednesday night.

2 Kidnappers Gang Busted

KARJAR - Two kidnapers who have been despatched in western Herat and eastern Nangarhar provinces, the National Information Service (NIS) said on Thursday.

The NIS said in a statement two abducted children were released from their custody.

The kidnapers have released their families' demands shortly after kidnapping a boy and a girl.

The two kidnapers were captured in a raid in Nangarhar and Herat.

Governor Bidden for Karzai

Aris (Mar 22-Apr 20)

You're willing to juggle it but your new job is taking up so much of your time, the price you offer them is low so you don't know how they'll respond.

Today's Libra Full Eclipse opposite your Aries Sun suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Litora (Apr 21-May 20)

You might have many obligations to fulfill, now that you have a new job, and you feel that you are not as successful as you would like or even as good as you should be.

Today's Libra Full Eclipse in opposition with your Aries Sun suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Cancer (May 21-Jun 20)

You feel that you are being faced with an overwhelming amount of work, but you aren't feeling the pressure.

Today's Libra Full Eclipse suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov 21)

You're trying to make your way through the everyday grind of life, but you're struggling to find the energy to do so.

Today's Libra Full Eclipse suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Aquarius (Jan 21-Feb 19)

Your relationship with your neighbor is not where you want it to be, and you feel that you are not getting along with them.

Today's Libra Full Eclipse indicates that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Taurus (Apr 20-May 21)

You feel that you are being faced with an overwhelming amount of work, but you aren't feeling the pressure.

Today's Libra Full Eclipse suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Libra (Sep 22-Oct 22)

You're trying to make your way through the everyday grind of life, but you're struggling to find the energy to do so.

Today's Libra Full Eclipse suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Aries (Mar 21-Apr 20)

You're trying to make your way through the everyday grind of life, but you're struggling to find the energy to do so.

Today's Libra Full Eclipse suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Cancer (Jun 21-Jul 22)

Today's Libra Full Eclipse in opposition with your Cancer Sun suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov 21)

Today's Libra Full Eclipse in opposition with your Scorpio Sun suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Libra (Sep 22-Oct 22)

Today's Libra Full Eclipse in opposition with your Libra Sun suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Aries (Mar 21-Apr 20)

Today's Libra Full Eclipse in opposition with your Aries Sun suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Cancer (Jun 21-Jul 22)

Today's Libra Full Eclipse suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov 21)

Today's Libra Full Eclipse suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Libra (Sep 22-Oct 22)

Today's Libra Full Eclipse suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Aries (Mar 21-Apr 20)

Today's Libra Full Eclipse suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Cancer (Jun 21-Jul 22)

Today's Libra Full Eclipse suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov 21)

Today's Libra Full Eclipse suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Libra (Sep 22-Oct 22)

Today's Libra Full Eclipse suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Aries (Mar 21-Apr 20)

Today's Libra Full Eclipse suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Cancer (Jun 21-Jul 22)

Today's Libra Full Eclipse suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov 21)

Today's Libra Full Eclipse suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Libra (Sep 22-Oct 22)

Today's Libra Full Eclipse suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Aries (Mar 21-Apr 20)

Today's Libra Full Eclipse suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Cancer (Jun 21-Jul 22)

Today's Libra Full Eclipse suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov 21)

Today's Libra Full Eclipse suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Libra (Sep 22-Oct 22)

Today's Libra Full Eclipse suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Aries (Mar 21-Apr 20)

Today's Libra Full Eclipse suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Cancer (Jun 21-Jul 22)

Today's Libra Full Eclipse suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.

Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov 21)

Today's Libra Full Eclipse suggests that you are willing to juggle it but you are also unwilling to accept what you know is not good for you. Ambition and force are things that you need to gain and they come at the expense of your health.
Iran's Nuclear Program

By Muhammad Rasool Shah.

Sat, 04 Apr 2015

The United States has been dealing with the issue of Iran's nuclear program for over a decade, and the negotiations between the two countries have been going on for several years now. The United States, along with its allies, is concerned about Iran's nuclear program because it could potentially be used for military purposes. However, Iran's government has always denied these claims and insists that its nuclear program is for peaceful purposes only.

In recent years, there have been several attempts to negotiate a deal that would allow Iran to continue its nuclear program while ensuring that the program is under international scrutiny. One of the most well-known attempts was the P5+1 negotiations, which took place from 2013 to 2015. These negotiations were eventually successful, and the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) was signed in 2015.

Despite this agreement, there have been concerns raised about Iran's compliance with the terms of the agreement. In 2018, the United States unilaterally withdrew from the JCPOA and imposed new sanctions on Iran. This has led to a further deterioration of relations between the United States and Iran.

In recent months, there have been several attempts to revive the negotiations with Iran. In February 2023, the United States announced that it was prepared to return to the JCPOA negotiations. However, it remains to be seen whether these negotiations will be successful and if they will lead to a lasting solution to the issue of Iran's nuclear program.
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The main thrust of the Saudi Press Agency reports both the leaders discussed material and security issues and the whole situation of regional and international affairs. However, the news agency did not disclose any details about the substance of the meeting, which is a bilateral meeting between the two dignitaries. According to SANA, Iraq has noted with interest the developments in its favor, but this is not yet a press release. In discussing the issue of peace, the two leaders exchanged views on the need to continue the process of negotiations and the importance of achieving a just and comprehensive peace. Mr. Hashim directed the president of the Palestinian Authority, Abu Mazen, to continue the peace process and work towards a just and comprehensive peace. He also thanked him for his efforts in this regard. The president of the Palestinian Authority, Abu Mazen, thanked the prime minister for his efforts and reiterated his commitment to work towards a just and comprehensive peace.

1) Chairman: Mr. Tariq Al-Ahmed, the chairman of the Palestinian Authority, has confirmed to the media that the Israeli authorities are planning to expropriate Palestinian land in the West Bank. This comes at a time when the international community is calling for an immediate end to Israeli settlement activities. Mr. Al-Ahmed pointed out that this is a violation of international law and a serious blow to the two-state solution. He emphasized the need for the international community to take effective measures to prevent such activities.

2) Prime Minister: The Prime Minister, Mr. Mahdi al-Halabi, has stated that the Government of the Palestinian Authority is committed to continue its efforts towards achieving a just and comprehensive peace. He emphasized the importance of the role of the international community in this regard and called for continued support from the UN and other international organizations. Mr. Al-Halabi also stressed the need for the Palestinian leadership to remain steadfast in its commitment to the principles of the peace process.

3) Foreign Minister: The Foreign Minister, Mr. Riyad al-Maliki, has expressed his deep concern over the recent developments in the region. He emphasized the need for the international community to take immediate action to prevent any further escalation of the situation. Mr. Maliki also stressed the importance of the role of the United Nations in ensuring a just and comprehensive peace. He emphasized the need for all parties to adhere to international law and to refrain from any actions that could undermine the prospects for peace.

4) Arab League: The Arab League has condemned the Israeli authorities for their continued settlement activities in the West Bank. The League emphasized the need for the international community to take effective measures to prevent such activities. The League also called for the immediate implementation of the road map and the Paris Peace Process. Mr. Tariq Al-Ahmed, the chairman of the Palestinian Authority, has confirmed to the media that the Israeli authorities are planning to expropriate Palestinian land in the West Bank. This comes at a time when the international community is calling for an immediate end to Israeli settlement activities. Mr. Al-Ahmed pointed out that this is a violation of international law and a serious blow to the two-state solution. He emphasized the need for the international community to take effective measures to prevent such activities.

5) Palestinian Authority: The Palestinian Authority has condemned the Israeli authorities for their continued settlement activities in the West Bank. The Authority emphasized the need for the international community to take effective measures to prevent such activities. The Authority also called for the immediate implementation of the road map and the Paris Peace Process. Mr. Tariq Al-Ahmed, the chairman of the Palestinian Authority, has confirmed to the media that the Israeli authorities are planning to expropriate Palestinian land in the West Bank. This comes at a time when the international community is calling for an immediate end to Israeli settlement activities. Mr. Al-Ahmed pointed out that this is a violation of international law and a serious blow to the two-state solution. He emphasized the need for the international community to take effective measures to prevent such activities.

6) State of Palestine: The State of Palestine has called on the international community to take effective measures to prevent the Israeli authorities from expropriating Palestinian land in the West Bank. The State emphasized the need for the international community to adhere to international law and to refrain from any actions that could undermine the prospects for peace. The State also called for the immediate implementation of the road map and the Paris Peace Process.

7) Gaza Strip: The Gaza Strip has condemned the Israeli authorities for their continued settlement activities in the West Bank. The Strip emphasized the need for the international community to take effective measures to prevent such activities. The Strip also called for the immediate implementation of the road map and the Paris Peace Process. Mr. Tariq Al-Ahmed, the chairman of the Palestinian Authority, has confirmed to the media that the Israeli authorities are planning to expropriate Palestinian land in the West Bank. This comes at a time when the international community is calling for an immediate end to Israeli settlement activities. Mr. Al-Ahmed pointed out that this is a violation of international law and a serious blow to the two-state solution. He emphasized the need for the international community to take effective measures to prevent such activities.

8) Arab League: The Arab League has condemned the Israeli authorities for their continued settlement activities in the West Bank. The League emphasized the need for the international community to take effective measures to prevent such activities. The League also called for the immediate implementation of the road map and the Paris Peace Process. Mr. Tariq Al-Ahmed, the chairman of the Palestinian Authority, has confirmed to the media that the Israeli authorities are planning to expropriate Palestinian land in the West Bank. This comes at a time when the international community is calling for an immediate end to Israeli settlement activities. Mr. Al-Ahmed pointed out that this is a violation of international law and a serious blow to the two-state solution. He emphasized the need for the international community to take effective measures to prevent such activities.

9) Palestinian Authority: The Palestinian Authority has condemned the Israeli authorities for their continued settlement activities in the West Bank. The Authority emphasized the need for the international community to take effective measures to prevent such activities. The Authority also called for the immediate implementation of the road map and the Paris Peace Process. Mr. Tariq Al-Ahmed, the chairman of the Palestinian Authority, has confirmed to the media that the Israeli authorities are planning to expropriate Palestinian land in the West Bank. This comes at a time when the international community is calling for an immediate end to Israeli settlement activities. Mr. Al-Ahmed pointed out that this is a violation of international law and a serious blow to the two-state solution. He emphasized the need for the international community to take effective measures to prevent such activities.

10) State of Palestine: The State of Palestine has called on the international community to take effective measures to prevent the Israeli authorities from expropriating Palestinian land in the West Bank. The State emphasized the need for the international community to adhere to international law and to refrain from any actions that could undermine the prospects for peace. The State also called for the immediate implementation of the road map and the Paris Peace Process.
NATO Military Buildup in Unprecedentedly Dangerou...
Analysts Show Mounting Crisis of Ghani's Six-Month Governance

KARUL - Speaking to both the press and substance, political analysts and experts of crisis of President Ashraf Ghani's handling of policy making, particularly with the foreign relations, during his first half year in office. During this period, a number of successes in starting a new chapter in relations with regional countries, as well as critical alliances such as the United States and its NATO partners, critics say Ghani has failed to exercise the transparency and collaborative approach to policy making that he vowed he would implement. In the parliament, he pointed out that Ghani failed to list the Afghan ministry's effective reports to the National Assembly every six months and taken-membership relations in order for Afghanistan's relations with foreign nations. When he first took office, at his inauguration ceremony, Ghani made many hopeful promises that he has been admitted since. "My commitments to you [Afghans] is that the ministers will report on their work after every six months, and I will say goodbye to them if their reports are not come at the time. "one of the main goals of our ministers will be submitted to the National Assembly each six months, this will, they will be reporting about minor and major capacity projects. While there have been many pleasant developments in the foreign policy realms of national unity government's half-year rule, there, too, has been heavily criticized. In his inauguration, President Ghani discussed his first year's strategic approach to foreign policy and stressed that this would change the conditions in Afghanistan. Yet analysts have counted on this year's foreign policy, particularly...." (More on P.13)

Ghani Thanks Deminers for Saving Afghan Lives

KARUL - At least 11,000 Afghan refugees are expected to return to Afghanistan amid sum of 20 as.pk in Kabul authorities (following a deadly May 30 attack on a school in Peshawar). According to the international organizations, (UN) (More on P.12)

Pakistan to Exel 11,000 Afghan Refugees

KABUL - The young share yesterday to thank the Afghan government for its assistance in helping to return Afghan refugees to Afghanistan amid the ongoing war in the country. The announcement was made by the head of the Afghan government's National Refugees Directorate, who said that the number of Afghan refugees returning to Afghanistan was expected to reach 11,000. However, the International Organization for Migration (IOM) has called for more assistance to be provided to these refugees. (More on P.13)

Interior Minister praises Special Police Forces

KARUL - Interior Minister Dr. Hamid S. Atmar praised the Afghani Special Police Forces (ASP) on Friday and said they are providing security in Afghanistan and have achieved the trust of the Afghan people. The Interior Minister said that in recent months, the Afghan Special Police Forces have been involved in number of operations against Taliban, ISIS-K, and other terrorist organizations in the country. (More on P.13)

Pakistan Referral to Peshawar for Treatment of Assault

KARUL - President Ghani on Friday visited Sector 2 beside nasal and calculated, a patient suffering from spreading skin cancer. According to the president, the patient underwent successful surgery and is recovering. The president also expressed his condolences to the family and wished them a speedy recovery. (More on P.13)

KARUL - President Ashraf Ghani on Friday visited Sector 2 beside nasal and calculated, a patient suffering from spreading skin cancer. According to the president, the patient underwent successful surgery and is recovering. The president also expressed his condolences to the family and wished them a speedy recovery. (More on P.13)

MOLIC Senior Official Sacked

KARUL - The MOLIC has presented the year's criminal of dismantling of the news message from the Afghan government. The MOLIC has dismissed its head in the past month. (More on P.13)

Fact-Finding Team Releases Detailed Report on Farahkhud's Case

KARUL - The fact-finding team was assigned by the Afghan government to investigate Farahkhud's case and announced its findings on Thursday, saying "there is evidence to show that Farahkhud burnt his six-year-old son to death." In a press conference in Kabul, the head of the Fact-Finding Team, said that the investigation was against 27-year-old Farahkhud as baseless, and declared his innocence. The reason behind burning of Farahkhud was still uncertain but evidence close to reality illustrated that Farahkhud was urgently accused of burning his son. (More on P.13)

Ghani Visits SMDKH To Inquire about Blast Victims’ Health

KARUL - President Ghani visited the SMDKH hospital today to inquire about the health of those injured in the devastating suicide attack in Kabul province. The president directed the hospital staff to provide the injured with best possible medical care. The death toll in the devastating suicide attack on Thursday in the southeastern Khost province stands at 20 as more tribal elders succeeded to return to injuries in hospital. Mullah Daud, governor for the acting governor, in a Friday conference in Kabul, Afghan News that 30 persons were dead and the wide condemned bombing left another 84, mostly of them seriously wounded. A statement from the president's Palace said that Ghani directed the hospital staff to spare no efforts in providing better treatment to the injured. He prayed for early recovery of wounded and escorted conditions to the luminous families to bear this tragic loss. (More on P.13)